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in a state fchaoslver the prophecy of &e supposed'lapture

day" of 201 l. The rapture is a Christian idea tbat the tue believers of Cbrist wiU bd

caught up in the cloutls to be with God while those who are left behind on earth will be

doomed to hell forever. The rapture day also points to the end oftimy' An eigbg nine
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day'of 2011. The rapturc is a Christian idea that&!!ts_to-the-C!d._g[_!in[e_and 
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true believers of in the clouds to be wilh

while those who are left behind on earth will be doomed to hell brever.$l s!g![gine-__J
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be the day that would separaie the holy ones from the ones who would be doomed to

hell on eailh. Beiore, during, and after th.21st, Amedcan media attacked the lssue of

an apocalyptic era Mlh sarcasm and irony to pres€nt the rapbre day as an event that

should be overlooked.

yeq€oH Christian pastor named Harold Camping prophesized that Mav 21, 20l l would

be the day that would separate the holy opes from the ones who would be doomed to hell
thaJ.drffi^0.,

on earth. Before, during, and after Maf 
{American 

media attacked the issue of an

apocalyptic era with sarcasm and irony to present the raptrire day as an event that should
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be overlooked.
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I iii ib discriss his prophecy as a lffax. Thernedia ftequently &sg@Q ing,l physical \.Y
Nlr'

l. f it'2 athibut€s to be thr oppgsi-t9_gl!-_hi-s-old age. Bryan Curtis comments, "Camping's
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; t apocalyptic certainty gives him the^bubQliness of a higb-schoolet eyeing his graduation
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Journalists and reporters portray Camping in a mocking and condescending tone

to dismiss his prophecy as a hoax. The media fieguenlly describes Camping's physical

fr}Tt.'-

attdbutes to be the opposite of his old age to emphasize his feat

careless, rather than old and wise. Bryan Curtis fiom ihe Newseek Web Exclusives

eyeing his graduation date" (Cuilis). By-this eempgdsgl!-tolhejualilies_qf_a

"high schooler," Gurtis shors that Campin efleots his aoocalvotic



uses the word "bubbliness" to describe the result of Camping's "apocalyptic (

order to show the limited
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implies that just as a

Camping as a

rcsul1 ih diz?iness irnd unsteadiness,

predicti_ons his prophecy should not be trusted. Similarly, Michael

Rosenwald contrasts Camping's characteristics with his old aga when he states that

"[Camping] has a very persuasive radio voice, and he preaches with absolute confidence"

(Rosenwald 8.8). Rosenwald demonstates the vigor and power that Camping holds with
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performing for his audience by "doing handsprings back and forth., porfaying c"Jping
as an entertainer establishes Camping's role

The media compares the rapture day to apocalyptic honor films to show thJt

Camping's prediciion has as much

billions of dorrars making science fiction movies about the e. rd of the worrd' (Erdef i]

the fact that Hollywood has made .billions 
of dollarsl by

order to criticize the fact that through his prophecy, camping has eamed ,a reponed
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